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Balancing act is in four sections this month:
1. Techniques for Balance
2. Musings
3. The Human Condition: Shenanigans
4. ORTIYKMWOYBNT-O Department
Connect with me on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
Free consulting newsletter: The Million Dollar Consulting® Mindset:
https://www.alanweiss.com/million-dollar-consulting-mindset/
Monthly, fast advice on consulting techniques with case studies.
Listen to my new, free Podcast Series on iTunes or on
ContrarianConsulting.com: The Uncomfortable Truth. We are now on a
WEEKLY schedule!

• Be careful with your passport, in many countries it must be valid for six
months beyond your visit or it won’t be accepted.
• Don’t be timid about asking people to silence their electronic devices in public
places. No one is entitled to use a speaker phone in a restaurant or on a train.
• Don’t rely on attorneys for business advice. They are, by nature, archly
conservative and would probably prefer you never opened the doors or turned
on the lights, because that would ensure nothing bad would happen (except
you’d go out of business).
• Be careful about your passions, not everyone shares them. If you’re a runner,
a golfer, or love fishing, that’s great, but I never want to hear stories about it.

See Writing on the Wall,
featuring Koufax the Wonder
Dog.

• It’s interesting how you can live vicariously through children. Their first roller
coaster trip or bike ride brings back your own.
• My first plane trip was when I was 17, and I didn’t fly again until my
honeymoon at 22. My dog Bentley had 3,000 miles as a puppy (he was born in
the State of Washington), and my grandchildren at 10 have flown all over the
place.
• It’s never too late to teach yourself how to “touch type” rapidly on a keyboard
(I can do 60 words a minute or better) or to parallel park (this was required
when I got my license in New Jersey, but in Rhode Island, apparently, you only
have to get close enough for a taxi to take you to the curb).
• I’m sitting in Nantucket watching robins at 7 am pulling up worms. Which
leads me to conclude it’s probably not good to be the early worm.
• No matter how bad the book, I’ll still get at least one good idea.
• The higher you go, the more shots inferiors will take at you. But when you go
high enough, even their shots fall short.
There’s a place between
unctuous and apathetic, as
rare as Oz, where really
great service has been
known to occur.
Alan Weiss
I’ve come to the conclusion that I (and perhaps my generation) am profoundly
misunderstood by my kids. My evidence:
• My kids think I should have music playing all the time, no matter where I am or
what I’m doing.
• I do not use my thumbs to type on an iPhone.
• My college debts were paid back within the stipulated time and I felt it was my
responsibility to pay for my kids’ entire tuition and for my daughter’s wedding
(but not my son’s).
• I think that Facebook often reveals the truly misinformed, biases, rude, and
classless nature of people which used to be somewhat private and hidden
before social media.
• I do not believe that the government is the default option for addressing all
social ills and injustices.
• I attend church every week and find it immensely comforting while completely
at ease with people who choose not to do so.
• I would likely fight armed men before I would voluntarily get on a party bus
under any circumstances.
• I find no shame in wealth produced by hard work and talent.
• I do not believe that big businesses are inherently corrupt and unsavory. I do
believe that too many politicians at every level are inherently corrupt and
unsavory.
• I think Elon Musk is a fraud and a conman.
• There is no way I’ll watch anything other than the highlights of a soccer game,
which generally takes about 60 seconds. (And the word “nil” in a score is
ludicrous.)
• I will drive our SUV to take the dogs places but that’s it, because everyone in
creation seems to have an SUV or a pickup, and that’s just boring. (I bring the
Bentley here in Nantucket, and when the occasional outraged millennial asks
me why I reply, “Because I can.”)
• I think that the classic comedies such as Dick Van Dyke, Mary Tyler More, I
Love Lucy, The Honeymooners, and their ilk still hold up well.
• I do not get Steve Harvey at all.
• My steadfast feeling is that you get engaged, get married, and have children.
In that order.

Shenanigans: secret or dishonest activity or maneuvering; silly or high-spirited
behavior; mischief.
Most airlines today have about six categories before first class boards: military,
infant children, holders of the airline’s credit cards, relatives of the flight crew,
and so on. The infant children often look old enough to vote. But the first group
of all is “those who need a little extra time in boarding.” Some of these people
are escorted down in wheelchairs, but some of them seem quite spry to me.
And sure enough, they’re knocking me down from the rear of the plane running
up the jetway when we disembark.
I had backed long ago a young guy running for secretary of state in Rhode
Island, which he won as an “outsider.” Later, he ran for Senator, and asked me
to make a second contribution, above the limit, by channeling it to a
Massachusetts candidate who would then reimburse him. I flatly refused. The
election commission found him guilty of illegal campaign fundraising, and he
had to refund the money. He then asked me if he could keep my money to use
to cover his legal expenses. I again told him “No.” Today, he’s running for
Governor. No one is mentioning his past illegal activity. I don’t know why.
“Please listen because our options have recently changed” is a transparent
attempt to prevent customers from hitting random keys to reach a human
being. And, some companies now have systems where hitting * or # will
disconnect you. After all, who the hell do you think you are trying to get rapid
help with a problem caused by someone you’ve paid for the service?
I love the guys who stand innocently by theater lines, airport lines, casino lines
and so on, refusing to wait at the end of the line, and trying to insinuate
themselves into the crowd, as if no one notices or they’re pretending to be with
people already there, striking up a conversation. Is that what floats your boat?
See, if you have a ticket, even if you’re at the end of the line, you still have a
seat and nothing can begin or move until you’re in it.
Every doorman in a class hotel is dressed well and consistent with the hotel’s
zeitgeist. They are pleasant, learn your name by looking at your luggage ID,
greet you warmly, and get you to the front desk quickly. Why is it, then, in some
class restaurants, the host or hostess isn’t groomed well, is dressed like a deck
hand, doesn’t speak English correctly, keeps you waiting for no reason, and
acts as if you’re an imposition? Although your name is in front of them on the
computer, yet they don’t use it.
Could it be that they can’t read?

My HP copier nags me when toner levels are low. Aside from black, which gets
the most use, of course, it has strange names like cayenne, and magenta,
heliotrope, and so on.
Anyway, the copier indicates it’s low on toner and while I have the weird color
cartridges, I don’t have black. I make a trip over to Staples, having carefully
noted the model number, serial, and so forth, and I purchase two black
cartridges, one for now and one for the next time. Black runs out faster. I’m a
great planner.
When I open the machine to install it, I find that black is fine, but the other
colors are the ones that ran out. I never bothered to click on which colors were
low.

Super Best Practices
This is an entirely new offering comprising of what I’ve learned over
the past two years in my global work and communities. I'm delivering

it in Adelaide in November. I’ll be covering leads, compelling
messages, the new kinds of sales evangelism, innovative marketing,
virtually labor-free relationships, and much more. I anticipate
participants will call the office to change practices and rewrite
proposals during the program.
Sign up here: Super Best Practices
Thinking BIG
You can’t “think outside the box” if you’re still in the box. And any box
is too small for any true entrepreneur. Yet you probably don’t realize
the dimensions of your current, unconscious confinement. Join me
for a BIG day in Miami in January to learn how to instantly think in
larger terms, be seen in a larger light, and live large.
Sign up here: Thinking BIG
NOTE: SPECIAL COMBINED SUPER BEST PRACTICES AND
THINKING BIG, ONLY TIME IN THE U.S., IN SAN FRANCISCO IN
OCTOBER!
Sign up here: San Francisco Double
Thought Leadership
I’m now in my eighth year of presenting top global thinkers in an
intimate setting (including dinner and a small group of attendees), at
a world-class property. This year we're at The Breakers in Palm
Beach. Join me and Charlene Li, a global expert on service, social
media influence, and performance, herself a former CEO, who has
been consistently quoted in major print and broadcast media as well
as written a seminal book in the field. Four places remain.
Sign up here: Thought Leadership
Fifth Annual Million Dollar Consulting® Convention—2019
Almost 60% of our 2018 attendees immediately signed up for next
year in Washington, DC during cherry blossom season. We already
have an Emmy-winning anchor woman and Hall of Fame speaker;
the global leader and author on sales strategy; two marketing and
strategy experts from Europe; and someone who will demonstrate
how you can instantly create super media promotion, among others in
our lineup.
Sign up here: Fifth Annual Million Dollar Consulting® Convention—
2019

Growth Access
This is my intellectual property repository, well over $75,000 of video,
audio, textual, and workshop materials available to you without
restriction and for life for a one-time fee of $2,500! We add to it
regularly, and most recently included six livestream recorded
broadcasts of an hour each from last year. Imagine reviewing the
video “In the Buyer’s Office” just before you go to the buyer’s office.
Sign up here: Growth Access
Million Dollar Consulting® College - The first in two years.
I’ve slimmed it down to three days, take only a dozen people, and
deal with all aspects of attraction, conversion, implementation, and
expansion. Extensive role plays and exercises. Who knows if I’ll do
another in two years—or ever? We’re half full, join us in December in
a world-class property. Lodging and most meals are included in the
fee.
Sign up here: Million Dollar Consulting® College
The Solo Solo

Expressly for those who have no partner at home or a partner who is
uninterested in your work. I’ve helped thousands of people with this
lack of intimate support, and now I’m doing it “cabaret style,” with
food and drink in my suite in New York. Join us in a relaxing
atmosphere to find out how best to create a support system. Let’s
talk.
Sign up here: The Solo Solo
Workshop Workshop
Learn how to create, organize, deliver, and support a workshop with
minimal labor and time. A lot of people attend my sessions twice, the
second time to watch how I do it. This is the first reprise of a session
I did five years ago. You’ll emerge with a template to create and
deliver workshops effortlessly and rapidly for any client or for public
sessions.
Sign up here: Workshop Workshop
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